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NEW QUESTION: 1
A Developer created an AWS Lambda function and has asked the
SysOps Administrator to make this function run every 15
minutes.
Whats is the MOST efficient way to accomplish this request?
A. Create an Amazon CloudWatch scheduled event to invoke the
Lambda function.
B. Create an Amazon EC2 instance and schedule a cron to invoke
the Lambda function.
C. Create a Repeat Time variable inside the Lambda function to
invoke the Lamdba function.
D. Create a second Lambda function to monitor and invoke the
first Lamdba function.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Reference:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/lambda/latest/dg/with-scheduled-eve
nts.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
Answer: A

D
C
B
A

NEW QUESTION: 3
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A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Amazon Web Services WAF can be enabled on which two
resources?(Choose two.)
A. AWS CDN
B. AWS NLB
C. AWS NAT Gateway

D. AWS ALB
Answer: A,C
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